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Abstract: Harmonic distortion is not a new phenomenon and has several detrimental impacts on electrical power system. Therefore, installation of harmonic filter is needed to mitigate and suppress it. Most PC based software have been developed to conduct feasibility study such as OrCAD, ETAP, DigSILENT, PSIM, etc. Unfortunately, all of them only provide the harmonics data of power electronics from their library which can lead the simulation into inaccurate result since it will produce a wide range of deviation until 179.8% in the simulation of last research in reference [16]. Meanwhile conduct simulation using measured data from real condition of power system, comparing the harmonics distortion occurred to the standard, and filter’s parameter calculation can’t be conducted on those software yet. This research proposes an Android based software namely HFMS Usakti, an application to conduct harmonics distortion feasibility study more accurate and efficient. HFMS Usakti consists of three main steps: automatically check and compare harmonics distortion occurred according to the Standard IEEE 519™-2014, automatically calculate the parameter of filters, and automatically simulate harmonics distortion after filtering. This research consists of three main aspects: application design, development, and testing. In the end, HFMS Usakti has been validated using PSIM software and experimental testing. The result shows that HFMS Usakti works properly and be able to significantly eliminate the deviation between the measured data and simulation value of harmonics distortion before filtering from 179.8% to 0%.
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1. Introduction
Harmonics distortion is not a new phenomenon on electrical power system. It is caused by non-linear devices in the power system such as power electronics devices, inverter, converter and capacitor bank. This phenomenon occurred because some waves in the multiple frequencies from its fundamental frequency emerge in power system [1]. Harmonics distortion has several effects to the electrical devices, such as transformer heating which is the temperature of winding and the temperature iron core of transformer will increase when the transformer is given a frequency outside of its fundamental frequency. Other effects such as electrical machine heating, capacitor heating, also cable heating will occur [2] [3] [4].

Nowadays, installing passive filters into power system is one of many ways to mitigate and suppress harmonics distortion. The harmonics filters which are currently used to mitigate harmonics distortion are single tuned filter, double tuned filter, damped-type double tuned filter, and c-type filter. Single tuned filter is the most commonly used filter to suppress one harmonic order, not only suppressing harmonics distortion but also maintaining the power factor (PF) at desired value [5] [6] [7] [8]. Double-tuned filter is like two parallel single tuned filters which can suppress two harmonic orders, It is more economical to be produced because the cost of double tuned filter is less than two parallel single tuned filters [9] [10]. Damped-type double tuned filter is developed from double tuned filter and has a resistor as a damper to prevent network and the filter from harsh condition when the filter and the network are conjugated [11]. Furthermore, c-type filter is a broadband filter, it is suitable for suppressing harmonics distortion generated by converter [12] [13].
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Before installing the filter into power system, a feasibility study using analytical software needs to be conducted to know the effect of the filter when it is installed into power system. Some analytical software has been developed to study the harmonics phenomenon, for example, Matlab, a software most commonly used by professional engineers and scientists based on high level programming and mathematic equation. On the other hand, there is a software circuit-based such as OrCAD and PSIM that address the problem from electrical circuit. Hereafter, there are software programs based on electrical network such as ETAP, CYME and DigSILENT that address the problem from electrical network in power system.

Reference [14] has conducted a study of analysis and treatment of harmonic in power network based on ETAP, but the simulation result of harmonics order before treatment is not entirely the same with the measured data. Also, reference [15] has conducted a study about designing the optimum filter for mitigating harmonics distortion in traction substation of electric train, but the result of the simulation before filtering is different with the measured data. Moreover, reference [16] also conducted a study of harmonics distortion at C K Pithwalla college of Engineering and Technology Surat Gujarat, but the result of the simulation before filtering cannot represent the measured data.

This is because of no harmonics library in the software from the rectifier brand which is used in the field. Thus, the software programs which commonly used for the feasibility study only provide the harmonics data of power electronics from their library and do not represent the real harmonics occurrence from power system. A study without measured data that represent real condition on power system will produce less accurate result and the calculation of filter parameters will be incorrect. This condition can lead the filter doesn’t suppress harmonics distortion at tuned frequency on power system.

This paper contributes the development of a new Android based software, Harmonics Filter Modelling Software (HFMS) Usakti which is particularly capable to simulate harmonics distortion based on measurement data of harmonics current and harmonics voltage in the power system, it helps engineer to make a feasibility study more accurately using measured data from real condition on power system. HFMS Usakti is also adequate to compare the measurement data with the harmonics limit based on standard IEEE 519™-2014. Further, HFMS Usakti is suitable to calculate four kinds of harmonics passive filters such as single tuned filter, double tuned filter, damped-type double tuned filter and c-type filter automatically based on measurement data. Last, HFMS Usakti is able to simulate the effect after the filter is installed into the power system.

2. Feasibility Study Conducted at Present Day (Using Common Software such as ETAP software, MATLAB software)

Several studies have conducted the feasibility study and mitigation of harmonics distortion in power network using common software such as ETAP software, MATLAB software and etc. Here are some examples of feasibility study which conducted at present day with inefficient way and inaccurate results.

A. Feasibility Study in Railway Network at Huozhou

Reference [14] conducted a study of analysis and treatment of harmonic in railway power network in Huozhou based on ETAP software. The general method of study analysis can be described as: The first one, researcher need to draw the network diagram of power distribution, it will be used to design in ETAP software later. Secondly, researcher has to measure the harmonics distortion and other parameters in specific bus (PCC) that want to be installed harmonics filter later, this data will be used to design in ETAP software. Thirdly, after collecting data, researcher has to compare the harmonics occurred to the standard manually and make a specific note to the harmonics order that out of standard.

Not only that, researcher need to draw and design the railway power network and input all parameters in ETAP software and make some adjustments since ETAP software is not capable to modify the harmonics distortion data so that the simulation results are not exactly the same as the measurement results. Then, researcher need to conduct simulation using ETAP software to
make sure the result is nearly the same with the data they collected before. Further, researcher has to calculate the filter parameter manually. Then, jump to the ETAP software again to add the design of filter and input the filter parameter to the design. After all long way, researcher can make a simulation of power network after filtering.

This feasibility method consists unnecessary steps and takes inefficient way. Moreover, the result of simulation before filtering is not the same with the measured data. It can lead researcher to the inaccurate result of study. Table 1 below shows the comparison between measured data and simulation value of harmonics current [14]. Table 2 below shows the comparison between measured data and simulation value of harmonics voltage [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Dominant Harmonics Current (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$h_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measured data</strong></td>
<td>9.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simulation value in ETAP software</strong></td>
<td>9.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation between Measured data VS Simulation value</td>
<td>1.34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison between Measured Data and Simulation of Harmonics Voltage [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Dominant Harmonics Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$h_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measured data</strong></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simulation value in ETAP software</strong></td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation between Measured data VS Simulation value</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Feasibility Study in Traction Station in Pasar Minggu Station

Reference [15] also conducted feasibility study using ETAP software in order to design an optimum filter to mitigate harmonics distortion in traction station of electric train in Pasar Minggu station, Jakarta. The method used in this study is similar with the reference [14]. Further, the measured data and simulation value are not entirely the same, so that it can lead the feasibility study to the inaccurate results. Table 3 below shows the comparison between measured data and simulation value of total harmonics distortion current [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>THD-1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$D_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measured data</strong></td>
<td>47.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simulation value in ETAP software</strong></td>
<td>43.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation between Measured data VS Simulation value</td>
<td>8.39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Feasibility Study at C K Pithwalla college of Engineering and Technology Surat Gujarat

Reference [16] also conducted feasibility study using MATLAB software. The research was conducted at C K Pithwalla college of Engineering and Technology Surat Gujarat and has similar methodology research with reference [14] and [15]. The difference between reference

The simulation result in reference [16] using MATLAB software cannot represent the measured data from non-linear loads at C K Pithwalla college of Engineering and Technology Surat Gujarat. This condition can lead the feasibility study into inaccurate results. Table 4 below shows the comparison between measured data and simulation value of total harmonics distortion current and total harmonics distortion voltage at C K Pithwalla college of Engineering and Technology Surat Gujarat [16].

Table 4. Comparison between Measured Data and Simulation of Harmonics Current [16]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>THD-i (%)</th>
<th>THD-v (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured data</td>
<td>67.44</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation value in MATLAB software</td>
<td>30.40</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation between Measured data VS Simulation value</td>
<td>54.92%</td>
<td>179.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In connection with these studies above, the research in this paper aims to develop an Android based software to help researcher in order to conduct feasibility study more accurate and efficient. Which HFMS Usakti was designed consists of five easy steps: input measured data from power system, automatically check and compare harmonics distortion occurred according to the Standard IEEE 519™-2014, choose harmonics filter which want to be installed, automatically calculate the parameter of filters, and automatically simulate harmonics distortion after filtering. To that aim, this paper consists of three main aspects: application design, development, and testing.

3. Proposed Application

The proposed application is based on Android platform, it is considered because Android is an open source software and this operating system is used by a lot of people. Because of HFMS Usakti is developed based on Android platform, so that HFMS Usakti can be installed and used in Android mobile devices.

A. Application Design of HFMS Usakti

According to the chapter 2 above, current feasibility study can be represented as shown in Figure 1.

From the current harmonics feasibility sequence in Figure 1 indicates two matters which can lead the feasibility study into inaccurate result and inefficient way. Firstly, inaccurate result can be happen because of the simulation before filtering does not capable to simulate the exact number of measured data which happen in the step number 4 and 5, like shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 that have wide range of deviation.

Secondly, there are unnecessary steps because the feasibility study is not conducted in single software for example: manually compare the harmonics distortion to the standard, manually calculate harmonics filter, manually input the filter’s parameters to the software, etc. So that, we proposed an application to tackle those issues with activity diagram as shown in Figure 2. The feasibility study can be conducted in single software, it is hoped also to minimize the human error.
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Figure 1. Current Feasibility Study
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Figure 2. Activity Diagram of Proposed Software HFMS Usakti
B. Development of HFMS Usakti

From the activity diagram above, the development of HFMS Usakti consists of three main steps of use that can be described below:

1) **Checking the harmonic measured data and comparing with IEEE 519\textsuperscript{TM}-2014**

To use the application, engineer must collect measured parameter from Point of Common Coupling (PCC) on their power system such as fundamental current, fundamental voltage, working voltage, fundamental frequency, short circuit current, amplitude of harmonics current in each order and amplitude of harmonics voltage in each order. Those measured data can be collected from PCC on their power system using measurement devices such as Fluke Quality Analyzer, Hioki Power Analyzer, etc. The method of collecting data is not discussed in here. The main HFMS Usakti interface of input measured data can be seen in Figure 3.a.

![Figure 3. HFMS Usakti Interface. (a) Input Measured Data. (b) Short Circuit Calculation](image)

After all measured parameters have been collected; input them into HFMS Usakti and press “Calculate” button as shown in Figure 3.a above. HFMS Usakti will reveal the comparison between measured data and harmonics limit based on standard IEEE 519\textsuperscript{TM}-2014, as shown in Figure 3. When harmonics current meets the standard, it will be marked as “OK” and if they are out of standard, it will be marked as “Bad”. This way, HFMS Usakti makes easier and quicker for engineer to determine whether their power system is in good condition or not. HFMS Usakti also provides short circuit current calculation by clicking “Isc Calculator” button, new page will appear as shown in Figure 2.b. “Isc Calculator” feature has a function to calculate short circuit current at PCC. This short circuit current is used along with load current to determine in which categories of harmonics distortion limits in the standard IEEE 519\textsuperscript{TM}-2014 [17].

\[
I_h(h) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sqrt{2} i \sin(2 \pi f t) \\
X(\omega) = \Delta \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(t) e^{-jwt} \tag{1} \tag{2}
\]

HFMS Usakti is also able to show the comparison between waveform of harmonic measured data and the original when “Current Waveform” button is pressed. It can be seen in Figure 4.a, this function is based on Equation (1), where red line shows the harmonics waveform and green line shows the original waveform. HFMS is also proper in present the amplitude for each
harmonic order by pressing “Current Frequency” button as shown in Figure 4.b, this function is based on Equation (2).

Figure 4. Comparison Harmonics Occurred to The Standard.
(a) Current Waveform. (b) Current Amplitude/Frequency.

According to the Equation (1), current waveform in Figure 4.a in Android programming language can be coded as shown in the Appendix A.

Whilst, the current amplitude in Figure 4.b following the Equation 2 in Android programming language can be coded as shown in the Appendix B.

2) Calculating the parameters of Passive Filter
HFMS Usakti is limited in calculating four kinds of Filters. Thus, from the Interface of HFMS Usakti in Figure 4, there are four buttons of four kinds of filters (Single Tuned Filter, Double Tuned Filter, C-type Filter, and Damped-type Filter) that allow engineer to open a new interface of parameter calculation of the filter that has been selected. Each filter has their own interface for calculating their parameter as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. (a) Interface of Submenu Single Tuned Filter. (b) Interface of Submenu Double Tuned Filter. (c) Interface of Submenu C-Type Filter. (d) Interface of Submenu Damped Type Filter.
Initially, engineer has to input other measured parameters such as active power and power factor (PF). HFMS is able to automatically calculate PF initial by pressing the “Auto” button after active power has been inputted, this calculation based on Equation (3). Harmonic which will be suppressed can be also determined automatically by pressing “Eff” button, this determination based on the highest harmonic measured value which has been input in HFMS Usakti beforehand.

\[
TPF = \left( \frac{P}{\sqrt{3}V_1I_1} \right) \left( \frac{1}{1+THD_v^2(1+THD_i^2)} \right)
\]

where \( P \) is an active power (Watt), \( V_1 \) is fundamental voltage (Volt), \( I_1 \) is fundamental current (Ampere), THD\( v \) is Total Harmonic Distortion Voltage, and THD\( i \) is Total Harmonic Distortion Current. Before developing Equation (3), the author has tried to follow Equation from Reference [15], but the Equation indicates invalid result when validation process is being conducted. Equation (3) in Android programming language can be shown in the Appendix C.

This paper also develops impedance equation for each filter used in HFMS Usakti. Equation (4) to Equation (7) shows the impedance equation of Single Tuned Filter, Double Tuned Filter, C-Type Filter and Damped Type Filter respectively.

\[
Z = \sqrt{R^2 + \left( \omega L - \frac{1}{(\omega C)} \right)^2}
\]

\[
Z = \left[ \frac{f(\omega^2 \omega C_2 - \frac{L_2}{C_2})}{\omega L + \omega C_2 - \frac{1}{\omega C_2}} + \left( \frac{1}{\omega C_1} \right) \right]
\]

\[
Z = \sqrt{\frac{R(\omega^2 LC_1 - 1)^2}{(\omega C_2)^2 + (\omega^2 LC_1 - 1)^2}} + \frac{R^2 \omega C(\omega^2 LC_1 - 1)}{(\omega C_2)^2 + (\omega^2 LC_1 - 1)^2} = \frac{1}{\omega C_1}
\]

\[
Z = \left( \frac{\frac{L_2 R}{C_2} + \frac{L_2}{C_2}}{C_2} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\omega L_2 - \frac{1}{\omega C_2}}{\omega L_2 - \frac{1}{\omega C_2}} \right)^2
\]

After developing impedance equation, the next step is to calculate filters parameter. For calculating the parameter of C-type filter follows Equation (8) - (12).

\[
Q = P \times \{\tan(\cos^{-1} pf_0) - \tan(\cos^{-1} pf_1)\}
\]

\[
R = \frac{qU^2}{nQ}
\]

\[
C = \frac{(n^2-1)Q}{\omega f U^2}
\]

\[
L = \frac{U^2}{\omega f (n^2-1)Q}
\]

\[
\left( \frac{1}{C_1} + \frac{1}{C} \right)^{-1} = \frac{(n^2-1)Q}{n^2 \omega f U^2}
\]

Before developing equation (12) above, the author has tried to follow Equation from Reference [18], but the Equation indicates invalid result when validation process is being conducted. To prove that there was a mistake from reference [18], author tried to made self development with the result as follows in Equation (13) to (20).

\[
C = C_1(n^2 - 1)
\]

\[
C_1 = \frac{Q}{\omega f U^2}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{C_1} = \frac{1}{C} + \frac{1}{C_1}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{C_2} = \frac{1}{C_1(n^2-1)} + \frac{1}{C_1}
\]
\[
\frac{1}{C_s} = \frac{(n^2-1)+1}{c_1(n^2-1)}
\]
\[
\frac{1}{C_s} = \frac{\alpha}{\omega f U^2(n^2-1)}
\]
\[
\frac{1}{C_s} = \frac{n^2\omega f U^2}{(n^2-1)Q}
\]
\[
\left(\frac{1}{c_1} + \frac{1}{c}\right)^{-1} = \frac{(n^2-1)Q}{n^2\omega f U^2}
\]

For calculating the parameter of single tuned filter follows Equation (8), (21) - (23).

\[
C = \frac{Q_{com}}{2\pi f U^2}
\]
\[
R = \frac{(1+\varepsilon)}{(\omega h C)}
\]
\[
L = \frac{(1+\varepsilon)^2}{(\omega h^2 C)}
\]

For calculation the parameter of double tuned filter parallel inductor follows Equation (8), (24) - (27).

\[
C_1' = C_1
\]
\[
L_1' = \frac{L_1(L_1+L_2)}{L_2}
\]
\[
C_2' = \frac{L_2^2C_2}{(L_1+L_2)^2}
\]
\[
L_2' = L_1 + L_2
\]

The calculation of parameter of damped-type double tuned filter is similar with double tuned filter but it uses a new algorithm to get the value of damping resistor [19]. Such kind of parameter filters above consist of L and C components. In fact, the value of L and C components which are used here have intention to make a system resonance, it will occur when L and C reactance are equal. Inductive reactance will raisewith increasing frequency and capacitive reactance will decrease with increasing frequency. When resonance occurs at tuned frequency, then the total impedance will increase to infinite. Using ohm’s law, when impedance is infinite and voltage is unchanged, it will cause the current magnitude decrease to almost zero.

In the parameter calculation window, when “Calculate” button is pressed, HFMS will calculate filter parameter automatically based on measured data and then reveal them into text box. However, parameter value in the text box at window parameter calculation can be modified by engineer that allows them to get a desired value parameter. Every interface parameter calculation has “Freq. Response Filter” button that allows engineer to know the characteristic - curve of its filter. This shows that HFMS helps engineers to calculate filters parameter and showing the filters frequency response. HFMS Usakti will also show a new interface of the filter diagram by pressing “Filter Model” button.

3) Showing new harmonics value and new power factor after Filtering

Reference [5] has informed that the single-line diagram of power system consists of non-linier loads and the bus which connected to the filter. That single-line diagram can be converted into single-phase equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 6.
By taking into account its single-phase equivalent circuit given in Figure 6, the calculation of harmonic distortion after filtering can be calculated by following Equation (28).

\[ I_S = \left( \frac{Z_f}{Z_f + Z_s} \right) I_h \]  

(28)

By using Equation (28), when the “Harmonic After Filtered” button on parameter calculation is pressed, it will show the graphic comparison between waveform before filtering in a red line and waveform after filtering in a green line. Then by using DFT Equation, harmonic distortion can be divided into its frequency component as shown in Figure 6. Each submenu of Filter calculation in Figure 4 has its own Sub interface of harmonics after filtering by clicking the “Harmonic After Filtered” button, Figure 7 below shows the interface of harmonics after filtering with Damped Type Filter.

According to the Equation (28), the waveform of harmonics distortion after filtering in Figure 7 above, in Android programming language can be shown in the Appendix D.
The result of simulation harmonic distortion after filtering can be represented into a table too, which not only shows the harmonic distortion each order but also shows the Total Harmonic Distortion and Power Factor after filtering. HFMS leads engineer to quickly find out the result of feasibility study, whether the filter does a well filtering or not. In addition, HFMS works either without drawing or making several equations, unlike other software programs do.

4. Experimental and Testing

Experimental and Testing in this research is conducted in two methods. First, the software validation using PSIM software. Second, the experimental using prototype (real experiment).

A. Validation using PSIM software

Software Validation has been conducted by using software PSIM. PSIM is one of many software programs that simulate power electronics and power system. The model of power system for validating HFMS is shown in Figure 8. The model is similar with digital simulation that has been conducted in reference [20] and block diagram of proposed method in reference [21]. It is likened to the power system that engineer usually want to do feasibility study in real power system. Further, the measurement is conducted in PCC, a bus that needs to be installed the filter after feasibility study has been done.

The validation will be conducted by comparing harmonic distortion before filtering and after filtering by each filter (Single Tuned Filter, Double Tuned Filter, C-type Filter and Damped-type Filter), to make sure that HFMS works properly, the parameter of filter will be varied for looking a trend.

![Figure 8: Model of Power System in PSIM for Validating HFMS](image)

From Figure 8 above, the parameter of power system before filtering can be measured and written as shown in Table 5. While, the current harmonic distortion occurred before filtering and the voltage harmonic distortion occurred before filtering can be seen in Table 6.

Table 5. Parameter of Power System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>380 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>24,112556 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pf Existing</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R source</td>
<td>0,1 Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L source</td>
<td>1 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I load</td>
<td>39,28 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Current and Voltage Harmonic Distortion Occurred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order (n)</th>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>h₅</th>
<th>h₇</th>
<th>h₁₁</th>
<th>h₁₃</th>
<th>h₁₇</th>
<th>h₁₉</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured data of Current Harmonics Distortion (A)</td>
<td>38,2</td>
<td>8,46</td>
<td>3,36</td>
<td>2,24</td>
<td>1,24</td>
<td>0,86</td>
<td>0,46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured data of Voltage Harmonics Distortion (V)</td>
<td>369,6</td>
<td>23,0</td>
<td>12,8</td>
<td>14,6</td>
<td>8,8</td>
<td>7,9</td>
<td>4,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Comparing Harmonics Distortion Occurred Before Filtering

In this testing stage, the comparison of harmonics measured data before filtering and simulation in HFMS Usakti will be conducted. The first step is to insert all measured parameters to HFMS Usakti.

HFMS Usakti is capable to input the exact number of harmonics occurred in power system. The intention is to minimize an inaccurate result, which if the beginning is not correct then the result will be more incorrect. The simulation of harmonics occurred in HFMS Usakti can be seen in Table 7 for current harmonics distortion and Table 8 for voltage harmonics distortion.

Table 7. Comparison between Measured Data and Simulation of Harmonics Current in HFMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order (n)</th>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>h₅</th>
<th>h₇</th>
<th>h₁₁</th>
<th>h₁₃</th>
<th>h₁₇</th>
<th>h₁₉</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured data of Current Harmonics Distortion (A)</td>
<td>38,2</td>
<td>8,46</td>
<td>3,36</td>
<td>2,24</td>
<td>1,24</td>
<td>0,86</td>
<td>0,46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation value of Current Harmonics Distortion in HFMS Usakti (A)</td>
<td>38,2</td>
<td>8,46</td>
<td>3,36</td>
<td>2,24</td>
<td>1,24</td>
<td>0,86</td>
<td>0,46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation between Measured data VS Simulation value</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Comparison between Measured Data and Simulation of Harmonics Voltage in HFMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order (n)</th>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>h₅</th>
<th>h₇</th>
<th>h₁₁</th>
<th>h₁₃</th>
<th>h₁₇</th>
<th>h₁₉</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured data of Voltage Harmonics Distortion (V)</td>
<td>369,6</td>
<td>23,0</td>
<td>12,8</td>
<td>14,6</td>
<td>8,8</td>
<td>7,9</td>
<td>4,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation value of Voltage Harmonics Distortion in HFMS Usakti (V)</td>
<td>369,6</td>
<td>23,0</td>
<td>12,8</td>
<td>14,6</td>
<td>8,8</td>
<td>7,9</td>
<td>4,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation between Measured data VS Simulation value</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 7 and Table 8 above proved that HFMS Usakti is capable to conduct simulation before filtering with result that exact with the measured data and no deviation. It is very different compare with Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 which the research above used some commercial products such as ETAP and Matlab and the result of the result above have a wide range of deviation that can lead into inaccurate result of feasibility study.

2) Comparing Result Harmonics Distortion After Filtering

Before comparing the result harmonics distortion after filtering, it is conducted a comparison between the harmonics measured and harmonics standard. The comparison has been validated. Also, the calculation of filter parameter has also validated but it is not elaborated in this paper. This validation is more focus on the simulation of HFMS Usakti after filtering.
Figure 9. (a) Comparison Harmonics Distortion Before and After Filtering in PSIM. (b) Comparison Harmonics Distortion Before and After Filtering in HFMS

Figure 9a shows the data of harmonics distortion before and after filtering from model power system in PSIM. Figure 9b shows the data of harmonics distortion before and after filtering from model power system in HFMS Usakti. In outline, from Figure 9a and 9b can be concluded that HFMS Usakti works very well and can be used to simulate harmonics distortion based on measured data. The trend may look a bit different and need further research in the section of harmonics voltage to tackle the issue. Furthermore, HFMS Usakti needs to be developed in further research using database to make a feasibility study easier.

B. Real Experiment (Using prototype)

In this experimental testing, this research used energy-saving lamp as a non-linear load (source of harmonics distortion). The configuration and measurement can be shown as a Figure 10 below.

Figure 10. Configuration and Measurement of Non-Linear Load (Energy-Saving Lamps).
From Figure 10 above, the measured data of the electrical network that consist of two energy-saving lamps can be written as below. Whilst, Figure 11 shows the measured data on non-linear load visually. In addition, the harmonics distortion occurred per order can be shown in Table 9.

Voltage (Vavg) = 222.08 Volt
Current (Iavg) = 262.41 mA
Power (Ptotal) = 0.037 kW
Power factor (PF) = 0.636 Lead
THDi = 99.367%
THDv = 3.6285%

Table 9. Harmonics Distortion Occurred per order of Non-Linear Load (Energy Saving Lamps).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>THDi (A)</th>
<th>THDi (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.204680</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.118085</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.076099</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.062978</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.044610</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.031489</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.036737</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.031489</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.013121</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the data have collected above, then input all data into Android software HFMS Usakti. It is directly can be seen the result of comparison the harmonics occurred with the standard IEEE 519™-2014 after the “Calculate” button is pressed. It lets the engineer and researcher to know quickly, whether the electrical network is in good or bad condition base on the standard. The checking result can be shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12. The Checking Result of Non-Linear Load (Energy Saving Lamps).

Figure 12 above shows that the harmonics distortion in the non-linear load of energy-saving lamps are very high, THDi 101% and THDv 4%. When checking the standard, it is found that the harmonics distortion values in each order of the non-linear load are categorized as “Bad”, which is outside the standard (not meet the standard threshold) IEEE 519™-2014. It can also be seen that the sinusoidal waveform is no longer shaped like a pure sinusoidal wave, but there are ripples. The comparison between measured data and simulation in HFMS Usakti can be seen in Table 10.

Table 10. The Comparison between Measured Data and Simulation in HFMS Usakti.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order (n)</th>
<th>THDi</th>
<th>h3</th>
<th>h5</th>
<th>h7</th>
<th>h9</th>
<th>h11</th>
<th>h13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured data of Current Harmonics Distortion (%)</td>
<td>99.367</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation value of Current Harmonics Distortion in HFMS Usakti (%)</td>
<td>101.61</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation between Measured data VS Simulation value</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 10 above shows that almost all data are same between the measured data and simulation in HFMS Usakti, there is only a slight difference in THDi result. It is very different compare with Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 which the research above used some commercial products such as ETAP and Matlab and the result of the result above have a wide range of deviation that can lead into inaccurate result of feasibility study.

Measured data indicates that PCC has THDi 99.367% whilst the result of HFMS Usakti simulates THDi as 101.6072%. This difference may be due to the inputted data on fundamental current in the HFMS Usakti using measured data of Average Current (Iavg) instead of fundamental current (h1), because the meter can not display the fundamental current of the system.
5. Conclusion and Future Work

Although a lot of software programs have been developed for feasibility study in harmonics phenomenon. However, those software programs only provide harmonics data of power electronics from their library and can’t represent the real harmonics happened from real condition on power system. Feasibility study has to be conducted with measured data which represents real condition on power system so that it will create a precise calculation of filter parameters.

This way it can support the filter to suppress harmonics distortion at the tuned frequency on power system. This paper aims to assist engineering gaining a more accurate feasibility study using measured data by developing a new software namely HFMS Usakti. HFMS Usakti is a particular software which has the capacity to simulate harmonics distortion based on measurement data of harmonics current and harmonics voltage in the power system at the field.

HFMS Usakti is capable to compare the measured data with the harmonics limits based on standard IEEE 519™-2014. This application has ability to calculate four kinds of harmonics passive filters (single tuned filter, double tuned filter, damped-type filter, and c-type filter) automatically based on measurement data. In addition, this Android application is also suitable to simulate the effect after the filter is installed into the power system (after filtering). The validation result indicates that HFMS Usakti is capable to make a simulation based on measured data from real condition in the field, and HFMS Usakti has similar trend with PSIM and HFMS works properly. The trend may look a bit different and need further research in the section of harmonics voltage to tackle the issue.

As currently HFMS Usakti has a limitation feature such as HFMS Usakti is not able to combine several filters at once simulation to reach the best performance of suppressing, it is planned for future work to add this feature.
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APPENDIX A

```math
\text{Math.sqrt}(2)*(a1*\text{Math.sin}(50*h1*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a2*\text{Math.sin}(50*h2*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a3*\text{Math.sin}(50*h3*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a4*\text{Math.sin}(50*h4 *2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a5*\text{Math.sin}(50*h5*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a6*\text{Math.sin}(50*h6*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a7*\text{Math.sin}(50*h7*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a8*\text{Math.sin}(50*h8*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a9*\text{Math.sin}(50*h9*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a10*\text{Math.sin}(50*h10*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a11*\text{Math.sin}(50*h11*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a12*\text{Math.sin}(50*h12*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a13*\text{Math.sin}(50*h13*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a14*\text{Math.sin}(50*h14*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a15*\text{Math.sin}(50*h15*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a16*\text{Math.sin}(50*h16*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a17*\text{Math.sin}(50*h17*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a18*\text{Math.sin}(50*h18*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a19*\text{Math.sin}(50*h19*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i])+a20*\text{Math.sin}(50*h20*2*\text{Math.PI}*\text{sineValues}[0][i]));
```

APPENDIX B

```java
double X[] = Fourier2.discreteFT(fdata, N, true);
for (int k=0; k<N; ++k) {
    fk = k/T;
    if (fk < 3001) {
        cosineValues[0][k] = fk;
    }
}
```
APPENDIX C
\[
(power*1000/((\text{Math.sqrt}(3))*arusfunda*voltagefunda))*(1/(\text{Math.sqrt}((1+(thdv*thdv))*(1+(t hdi*thdi)))));
\]

APPENDIX D
\[
\text{Math.sqrt}(2)*(((\text{Math.pow}((\text{Math.PI}*2*50*h1*l1-(1/(\text{Math.PI}*2*50*h1*c1))-(r*(\text{Math.PI}^2*50*h1*l2-(r/(\text{Math.PI}*2*50*h1*c2)))*(r*l2/c2))/((l2*l2/(c2*c2))+(r*Math.PI*2*50*h1*l2-(r/(Math.PI*2*50*h1*c2))*(r*l2/c2))/((l2*l2/(c2*c2))+(r*Math.PI*2*50*h1*l2-(r/(Math.PI*2*50*h1*c2)))))*(r*Math.PI*2*50*h1*l2-(r/(Math.PI*2*50*h1*c2)))))^(2)))/((Math.PI*2*50*h1*l1+lb+((r*l2*l2/(c2*c2))/((l2*l2/(c2*c2))+(r*Math.PI*2*50*h1*l2-(r/(Math.PI*2*50*h1*c2)))*(r*l2/c2))/((l2*l2/(c2*c2))+(r*Math.PI*2*50*h1*l2-(r/(Math.PI*2*50*h1*c2)))))*a1*Math.sin(50*h1*2*Math.PI*sineValues[0][i])
\]
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